
 
Art Revealing the Gunfire Epidemic.  
COUNTING. CARING. CONNECTING.  
 
 
 

Guidelines: Creating your own Soul Box Panel (DIY)    SoulBoxProject.org  
The panels made in Portland are constructed for repeated use and shipping for handling at 
multiple venues. Other organizations have modified the process to suit their situation and 
materials. However, our panel design is proven to be durable, individual Boxes can be swapped 
out if damaged or needed elsewhere, and your panel will seamlessly fit with the entire family of 
365+ panels. Who knows—someday they may come together again from far and wide. 
   
Complete online instructions are on Vimeo: How to Make a Display Panel of Soul Boxes 
 
Tools & Materials (most, but not all items are included in the kit, while supplies last) 
 

● Polyester Hex Mesh backing Bulk Source: CanvasEtc.com 
○ Ours are carefully sized to be modular and connect flexibly with Velcro, though 

that’s likely not necessary for DIY locations with need for just 1-time use. 
● Velcro (sticky back) 

○ Each panel will need either “hook” OR “loop” 
○ Half our panels have “hook” around the edges and the other half have “loop” and 

are hung in an alternating pattern so they stick together 
● Composing frame (1” x 2” wood strips cut to proper dimensions + metal brackets) 

○ We contain the Boxes in a simple wood frame (4’x2’) to compose, then flip it over 
and use the tape & glue. 

● Blue Painters’ Tape 
○ Tape, alone, may be enough for a day event, but we add durability with a system 

involving tape, hot glue, and dental floss 
● Dental floss (waxed) and large Tapestry(?) Needles 

○ We tie off each Box individually, in case one Box gets damaged and needs to be 
removed. You may be able to get away with tying several with a single thread, 
which would be quicker. 

○ There are so many kinds of hand-sewing needles and each has a separate sizing 
system. Best to go with measurements. This is our volunteers’ preference: 

Length - 3-1/4” or 85mm 
Width - 1/8” or 3mm 
Eyelet length - 1/4” or 6mm 

● Hot glue gun 
● Stitching hanger 
● Storage sleeve 
● Scissors 
● 98 Soul Boxes, approximately equal portions with names, messages, & art 

 



Composition Guidelines 
● Each panel should have a diversity of  

○ Appearance: color, contrast, style, etc. 
○ Content: approximately 1/3 remembrances (names), 1/3 messages, 1/3 art  
○ Boxes of people killed or injured together are kept together on a panel. Uniformity 

of design is fine, but not required, for these. 
 
Basic Steps (see video for full detail) 

1. Select Soul Boxes according to the composition guidelines, above. (Our panels are 98 
Soul Boxes, the approximate number of gunfire deaths every day (excluding suicides 
and injuries), but your size will fit your hanging structure, see options below) 

2. Lay out in a visually appealing arrangement 
3. Cover with a sheet of cardboard and flip entire arrangement to face down. 
4. Slide a dot of hot glue along the side of each Box, sticking each Box’s bottom to its own 

lid with that one dot.  
5. Straighten lines of Boxes and eliminate gaps as best you can 
6. Tape each column of Soul Boxes together with a long strip of painters tape 
7. Cut mesh to fit. (Ours have very specific sizes associated with hook vs loop Velcro so 

panels will uniformly tile together. You 
probably don’t need to be this detailed.)  
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9. Hang panel from a garment rack or dowel.  

10. Stitch each Box to mesh with dental floss. 
You may not need to stitch each Box 
separately, or maybe not at all if your event 
is short and indoors. 

11. Hang your panels using hooks, tacks, zip ties, nails, screws, drapery hooks or whatever 
method you choose. Free-standing situations may require some kind of wardrobe rack, 
photo backdrop stand, pipe & drape, or PVC pipe structure (see photos, below). 

 
 
Possible Hanging Structures and other useful equipment for events 
 
Portable Garment Rack 

• Extendable beyond 4’w required to span 2 panels (4 back-to-back) 
OR Alternative model: Also adjustable, in white/chrome  

• Sufficiently adjustable, white/chrome 
OR Alternative model: Fully chrome metal model  

• Load capacity (150 lbs) far exceeds necessary 14-lb capacity 
• Static height: 65” h x adjustable width: 30.5"-47.5" w (just sufficient) 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Photography Backdrop Stands  

• display 8-10 panels as a backdrop without touching walls 
• Leg design may present a slight trip hazard?  
• Adjustable to 10’ x 10’, load capacity enough for 3.5 lbs / panel 

   OR Alternative model: Backdrop stand w/steel base (at right) 
• Safely flat base is heavy, but may need sand bags? 
• Adjustable to 10’ x 10’     

 
The horizontal crossbar that comes with some of these backdrop stands 
may not be rigid enough not to sag when panels are attached. Swapping it 
out with a cheap ¾” metal conduit cut to length (6’, 8’, or 10’) you can drill  
and attach to the legs is a good solution. 
 
 
 
 
 
Signage Holders (if not possible to hang on walls)  
Floor-stand or table-top easels or vertical plexi sign holders 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Annapolis, MD, 2021. Non-standard sized panels were made by Moms Demand chapter and 
hung on large garment racks. Quick and easy to set up and take down (when it got windy!). 



 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Racks made of PVC plumbing parts 
 
▲ Soul Boxes were strung like diamonds on floss.  
 
Panel on PVC frame (completed, backside shown) ►  
 
  

 
 



 

 
 
 

 
Atlanta, GA, 2021 


